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Coaching Positively: Lessons for Coaches from Positive Psychology (Coaching in Practice)Open University Press, 2011

	"If you are looking for an introductory book on how to do PP coaching, this will give you an excellent, clearly written, practical introduction with some useful references in the bibliography."

	AICTP Newsletter, November 2012


	"Coaching Positively is the book that the coaching profession...


		

Coach Yourself to a New Career: 7 Steps to Reinventing Your Professional LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Bestselling author offers a step-by-step program to making the right choices about a new career move


	Don't fear taking the leap into a new career with this seven step program from bestselling author and life coach Talane Miedaner. Whatever the situation or economic environment, Coach Yourself to a New Career gives...


		

JBoss in Action: Configuring the JBoss Application ServerManning Publications, 2009
JBoss in Action is the first book to focus on teaching readers in detail how to use the JBoss application server. Unlike other titles about JBoss, the authors of JBoss in Action go deeper into the advanced features and configuration of the server. In particular, it focuses on enterprise-class topics, such as high availability,...





		

The Truth About Being a LeaderFT Press, 2006

	Praise for The Truth About Being a Leader


	“If you ever met Dr. Otazo, you certainly would read her new Truth book. She is as she writes—engaging, pithy, memorable. Take ‘Truth 33: Questions Unite; Answers Divide.’ Now ain’t that the truth....


		

Be Your Own Coach: Your Pathway to Possibility (Crisp Fifty Minute Series)Crisp Learning, 2000

	This book will show you how to recognize opportunities for personal and professional growth, define commitments to yourself and keep them, develop greater self-confidence and self-awareness, and understand the power of your feelings, moods, and reactions. It is possible for you to develop your own approach to learning and excel without the...


		

Coaching For Change: Practical Strategies For Transforming PerformanceKogan Page, 2004
An essential tool for anyone who wants to transform performance through the development of a coaching environment, this book looks at how to create, develop and manage change whether in one-to-one situations, team based or within organizations.
 Placing coaching right at the heart of the broader Human Resources (HR) and training arena,...






		

20 Minutes to a Top Performer: Three Fast and Effective Conversations to Motivate, Develop, and Engage Your Employees (Business Books)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	Transform Average Employees into Powerhouse Performers


	“I cannot think of a more important message and timely book. 20 Minutes to a Top Performer offers quick, simple techniques for managers to improve their effectiveness in communicating with their teams.”

	Steven Fine, vice president for...


		

Coaching Made Easy: Step-By-Step Techniques That Get ResultsKogan Page, 2003
Have you ever wanted to make change happen more easily? Do you want to harness the power of coaching? If so help is at hand, as the simple three-step process in this book can help anyone become a coaching expert.

Easy to understand and apply, the authors’ ABC technique will give you a solid understanding of what to do and when to...


		

Coach Yourself to Win: 7 Steps to Breakthrough Performance on the Job and In Your LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	A proven process for changing the way you behave--used by a renowned executive coach for more than 25 years


	Are you able, ready, and willing to permanently change your behavior?


	Permanently replacing deeply ingrained behaviors with new ones is one of the hardest challenges to overcome. But in Coach Yourself...






		

Microsoft  Visual Web Developer(TM) 2005 Express Edition: Build a Web Site Now!Microsoft Press, 2005
With this lively, eye-opening, and hands-on book, all you need is a computer and the desire to learn how to create Web pages now using Visual Web Developer Express Edition! Featuring a full working edition of the software, this fun and highly visual guide walks you through a complete Web page project from set-up to launch. Youll get an introduction...

		

Coaching Handbook: An Action Kit for Trainers and ManagersKogan Page, 2003
Coaching is proving itself to be the most popular and most effective technique in the field of learning and development. Managers are constantly being reminded that coaching is an important part of their role in getting the best from staff, while trainers are increasingly being called upon to coach individuals in a variety of aspects of both...


		

Starting Strength (2nd edition)The Aasgaard Company, 2007


	Many things have happened since I started the writing of Starting Strength: A Simple

	and Practical Guide for Coaching Beginners in 2004. As a result of its publication I have had

	the opportunity to meet and learn from many new people. It is my sincerest hope that the

	additions to this book that are the direct result of their input...
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